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Martha Nell Smith: On 712 ("Because I could not stop for
Death")
That this poem begins and ends with humanity's ultimate dream of self-importance-Immortality and Eternity--could well be the joke central to its meaning, for Dickinson carefully
surrounds the fantasy of living ever after with the dirty facts of life--dusty carriage rides,
schoolyards, and farmers' fields. Many may contend that, like the Puritans and metaphysicals
before her, Dickinson pulls the sublime down to the ridiculous but unavoidable facts of
existence, thus imbues life on earth with its real import. On the other hand, Dickinson may
have argued otherwise. Very late in her life, she wrote, "When Jesus tells us about his Father,
we distrust him. When he shows us his Home, we turn away, but when he confides to us that
he is 'acquainted with Grief,' we listen, for that is also an Acquaintance of our own." Instead of
sharing their faith, Dickinson may be showing the community around her, most of whom were
singing "When we all get to Heaven what a day of rejoicing that will be," how selfishly
selective is their belief in a system that bolsters egocentrism by assuring believers not only
that their individual identities will survive death, but also that they are one of the exclusive club
of the saved. Waiting for the return of Eden or Paradise, which "is always eligible" and which
she "never believed ... to be a superhuman site," those believers may simply find themselves
gathering dust. Surrounded by the faithful, Dickinson struggled with trust and doubt in
Christian promises herself, but whether she believed in salvation or even in immortality is
endlessly debatable. Readers can select poems and letters and construct compelling
arguments to prove that she did or did not. But for every declaration evincing belief, there is
one like that to Elizabeth Holland:
The Fiction of "Santa Claus" always reminds me of the reply to my early question
of "Who made the Bible" -- "Holy Men moved by the Holy Ghost," and though I
have now ceased my investigations, the Solution is insufficient -What "Because I could not / stop for Death -- " will not allow is any hard and fast conclusion to
be drawn about the matter. Once again, as she does in her layouts, by mixing tropes and
tones Dickinson underscores the importance of refusing any single-minded response to a
subject and implicitly attests to the power in continually opening possibilities by repeatedly
posing questions.
From Comic Power in Emily Dickinson. By Suzanne Juhasz, Cristanne Miller, and Martha Nell
Smith. Copyright © 1993 by the University of Texas Press.
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